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By Peggy Kuhr
Kaimin Reporter

| Fund dispute ends
\ Black W e e k plans

L— ________

$2,500 cut from the Black Student
Union's previous request for $5,000,
which was tabled at last week's
Program Council meeting.
Sorenson moved to reduce the
$2,500 request to $2,100, which the
blacks refused to accept.
A spokesman for the Black Stu
dent Union said they had cut as
much as they could from their
budget for Black Week, and that
the event would not be "culturally
worthwhile," if they were funded
less than $2,500.
Tentative plans for Black Week
included several black speakers,
discussions on blacks and their cul

Eighteen members of the UM
Black Student Union walked out
of the Program Council meeting
last night, saying there would be
no Black Week after a $400 cut
from their budget request was pro
posed.
Bob Sorenson, Program Council
member, moved to make the cut
after the Black Student Union pre
sented a revised $2,500 budget for
a Black Week to be held May 1721. The blacks walked out as soon
as Sorenson made the motion.
The revised budget figure was a

Law a n d o rd e r m eeting
to preced e Kunstler talk
An open panel discussion to
acquaint students with law and
order and its place in today's so
ciety will be held at 8 p.m. in the
UC Ballroom Tuesday, the night
before controversial attorney Wil
liam Kunstler's speech, according
to Clay Collier, Program Council
chairman.
Tentative members of the panel
discussion are Gardner Cromwell,
law professor; Albert Stone, law
professor; K. Ross Toole, history
professor; Robert Campbell, a
member of the Young Lawyers
Association, and Charles Briggs,
graduate student in history. The
topic will be "The Dissident Era
of Law and Order."
Kunstler, chief defense attorney
at the "Chicago Seven" conspira
cy trial, will speak Wednesday at

8:15 p.m. in the UC Ballroom.
Kunstler, a member of the
American Civil Liberties Union
and the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored Peo
ple, is noted for his defense 6f the
right of dissent and civil disobedi
ence, and his radical attitudes
about American justice. He was
sentenced to four years and 13
days in prison on 24 counts of con
tempt of court during the Chicago
Seven trial in February, 1970. His
case is presently on appeal.
Since 1961 he has served as
counsel to the Congress for Racial
Equality, Martin Luther King Jr.,
Stokely Carmichael, H. R a p
Brown, Jack Ruby, the Black Pan
thers and the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference.

Fears o f cu tb ack p ro m p t ra lly
BOZEMAN (AP) — More than 1,000 students and faculty mem
bers jammed into the MSU student Union ballroom yesterday at a
rally held to discuss fears of academic cutbacks.
Carl McIntosh, MSU president, said students currently enrolled
in any segment of education will be allowed to complete their ed
ucation.
He said some programs, including a Master of Science in Ap
plied Science, were suspended for purposes of review, and not
elimination of the program.
The administration is in a difficult situation, McIntosh said,
by riot knowing where they stand regarding a budget.
Some of the students present had expressed a fear of curtailment
of many educational programs due to a lack of funds.
Kelly Addy of Shelby, MSU student body president, said he be
lieved the administration of the school is not to blame. He said
the current problem was caused by the legislature.

ture, films about blacks, a black
band and a black showcase.
Central Board had allocated $850
to the blacks, which they planned
to use for a fashion show of Afri
can dress.
Ulysses Doss, director of the
Black Studies program, said he had
no comment to make about the
students’ cancellation of Black
Week. "The students make their
own decision," he said.
A request for $1,200 by the KyiYo Club for the Indian Youth Con
ference held here last week was
reduced to $850 by the Program
Council, according to Clay Collier,
council chairman.
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concert losses
Program Council lost $322.85 on
the Gary Puckett concert Tuesday,
and $3,235 on the Jacques Loussier
Trio concert April 4, according to
Clay Collier, Program Council
chairman.
Admission receipts were $1,771.50
for Gary Puckett and $1,620 for
Jacques Loussier.
Program Council began the
school year with $59,000, $27,600
of which was used to cover a defi
cit incurred last year. It plans to
finish the year with $4,000 to
$5,000 left over, providing the
council does not fund any big pro
grams Spring Quarter, Collier said.

M an charged in Noxon killing
NOXON (AP) — The sheriff of
Sanders County said late last
night that 18-year-old Brian Mer
cer, reported wounded earlier in
the day, was charged with firstdegree murder in the death of a 16year-old high school student.
Sheriff Bob Snider said Mercer,
a 1970 graduate of Noxon High
School, was charged with firstdegree murder and waived a pre
liminary hearing in the slaying of
Mike Taylor, a 16-year-old whose
charred and bullet-punctured body
was found Wednesday afternoon on
a rifle range at a local rifle club.
Snider said Mercer is being held
on $50,000 bond.
Snider said Mercer told authori
ties that he had shot himself in
the leg earlier yesterday, to throw
authorities off his trial. He had

said he was shot near the Noxon
Rod and Gun Club firing range
where Taylor’s body was found.
Taylor's naked body was found
outside a loading shack at the gun
club after he failed to show up
at home after school Wednesday.
Taylor’s burned body was dis
covered Wednesday afternoon by

Noxon resident Burt Minor on a
trap-shooting range half a mile
from the high school where he
was about to finish his sophomore
year.
Minor said he was looking for
clay pigeons and thought he saw a
dummy when he first noticed the
body.

W h ite H ouse picks U M s tu d e n t
Arlynn Fishbaugh, freshman,
drama, is one of 13 Montana delegates to the White House Conference on Youth at Estes Park, Colo.,
Sunday through Thursday.
Fishbaugh was selected from a

list of 25 candidates sent to Washington by Gov. Forrest Anderson,
Delegates to the Conference are
picked demographically from all 50
states and Puerto Rico by a White
House conference committee.

Women’s Lib rejects slated Forum speaker
By Hal Mathew
Kaimin Associate Editor
UM philosophy professor Cyn
thia Schuster, a critic of some
phases of the Women's Liberation
movement, said last night she did
not make her scheduled appear
ance at yesterday’s Open Forum
because the Missoula Women's Lib
organization refused to allow her
to speak during the formal part of
the session.
Yesterday’s Forum, a regular
Thursday noon event in the UC
Mall, was devoted to the role of
women in society.
Schuster said a member of the
organization approached her be
fore the start of the Forum and
told her she would not be allowed
to participate in the formal ses
sion, but could ask for the micro
phone during the open session.
“I considered it pretty rude,”
Schuster said. "I had gone to quite
a bit of trouble to prepare mate
rial. So I left.”
Schuster was invited to speak by
John Lawry, associate professor of
philosophy and one of the Forum
founders.
"It was really a mistake," Bar
bara Konigsberg, Forum moder
ator, said last night. Schuster had
informed the group she would
make critical remarks. "We ex
plained to her we wanted to get
out a positive image," Konigsberg
said.
"When Women’s Lib took it over
we changed the whole program,"
Konigsberg said. "It was a mis
understanding. We were expecting
for her (Schuster) to be informed
before she got there."

Lawry said he was upset both by
the fact that Schuster was not al
lowed to participate in the opening
session and that Women's Lib set
up the Forum to create a positive
image.
Lawry said the Forum was de
signed to allow formal speakers on
both sides of an issue.
"If I had been the moderator I

would have insisted that Mrs.
Schuster be allowed to speak,”
Lawry said. "It was a very dull
program and she certainly would
have given it a little zip."
Schuster said she intended to
criticize a few goals of some Wom
en’s Lib organizations, specifically
demands by women for equal ac
cess to medical schools.

fa c e s
a t th e
fo ru m
Roman Zylawy, instructor of
foreign languages, and his
son look on as Diane Gaddis,
administrative secretary of
U M Information Services
and member of Missoula
Women’s Liberation, speaks
at yesterday’s Open Forum
concerning the Women’s Lib
movement.

Kaimin photos/Mike Gauthier

She said she does not believe
that the demand should be granted
because the country is short of
doctors, and statistics show women
don’t make good use of their medi
cal training.
"I intended to close with one
item of my own code,” Schuster
said, "namely that only children

and sick people have rights with
no corresponding social obligations.
Hence, insofar as Women’s Lib has
focused on rights without corre
sponding attention to social cost, I
regard it as a bit childish and a bit
sick.”
Konigsberg opened the formal
session by saying, "There is a gen
eral discontentment among women,
and we want to show some of the
changing attitudes these women
have."
Three Women’s Liberation mem
bers and Maureen Curnow, foreign
language instructor, spoke in favor
of equalizing rights for women.
The microphone then was turned
over to the approximately 200
spectators.
Curnow said, "There is enough
external liberation among women,
but not enough internal. Women
must realize that once they receive
their education, they must be will
ing to go where their talents are
needed."
Diane Gaddis, introduced as a
"member of the college-educated
working class," said, "Women have
been told they can make it if they
have an education. This is a fallacy
and we have to do something to
change this misbelief."
Stephanie Henkin, a graduate
student in art and a member of
Missoula Women’s Liberation, said
"There is no chance for women to
be liberated until all oppressed
groups are liberated. To do this we
must abolish our system of capital
istic imperialism by revolution."
Roman Zylawy, a Forum coordi
nator and foreign language in
structor, said next Thursday’s
Open Forum will concern Earth
Week and will be held on the Oval.

Because the biggest chunk of
each dollar you spend goes for
food, this column and the next one
will be devoted to food buying.
If you’re somewhere in the mid
dle class range economically, you
probably spend about 35 per cent
of your income for food. If you’re
poor folks it may be as much as
70 per cent.
Most people spend far more than
they need to for food, and there
are three reasons for that:
(1) You eat too much and most
of it is the wrong kind of food
anyway.
(2) You don’t do enough for
yourself—you let industry make
things too easy (and expensive)
' for you.
(3) You don’t shop carefully.
You can save money on your
food budget and improve your diet
and health at the same time. But
to do so, you’ll have to become a
food expert and that means read
ing about food, markets and nu
trition, getting to know the stores
in your area and learning to cook.
From my experiences, the best
way to save money on food in
Missoula is to do most of your
shopping one day a month at two
or more stores.
I did comparative shopping last
weekend at three of the types of
stores where people do their major
marketing: a low overhead store
where the customer does a lot of
the work (Western Warehouse
Foods); a national chain store that
claims to sell at a discount (Safe
way), and a regional chain store
that offers trading stamps (Albert
son’s).
The shopping spree results, as I
expected, showed that Warehouse
was cheapest with Safeway second.
The differences between the three
were not great, however, because
I “bought” brand names straight
across the line. Warehouse and
Safeway offers advantages to the
consumer in their lines of less ex

pensive, non-name brand products.
Warehouse is the best place to shop
for “Brand X.”
I began the trip at Warehouse
and wrote down the names and
prices of 82 products. The shopping
bill there totalled $55.65. At Safe
way the same list totalled $58.87
and at Albertson’s $59.93. The dif
ferences would have been greater,
however, had I gone out to buy 82
products as cheaply as possible.
Albertson’s has the advantage of
being surrounded by other special
ty stores at Holiday Village. One
of its disadvantages is that it car
ries Gold Strike savings stamps,
which have a value of between one
and two per cent of the goods you
purchase. If you shop at a store
with trading stamps, please believe
the stamps are costing you more
than they are worth.
Not only, for example, are Al
bertson’s food prices more than
one to two per cent higher, the
items at the Gold Strike redemp
tion store can usually be purchased
more cheaply elsewhere.
At Warehouse you aren’t paying
for piped-in music, advertising
budgets, shiny floors, expensive
shelving, give-away contests or
any of dozens of gimmicks super
markets employ to lure in cus
tomers. You can save, too, because
it’s possible to buy by the case.
To shop there, you must pay $2
a month in membership dues. At
the end of the month you get $1.25
back in free merchandise.
If you’re not shopping at Ware
house, try it next time for the bulk
of your month's shopping. The
store carries no fresh bread or
milk and few dairy products. It
has a limited amount of fresh
produce and only processed and
cooked meats. For those items try
a different store than you are now
frequenting. Milk prices, of course,
are set by the State Milk Control
Board, so if you know of a mana
ger who’s selling it-cheaper, buy

while you can because he’ll get
busted eventually.
Meat prices don’t fluctuate much
and a r e e a s y to compare
from store to store. They are gen
erally lower, incidentally, during
the cold months. Safeway meat
prices are slightly lower overall
than Albertson’s, and Safeway dis
counts meat that has become
slightly discolored under the fluor
escent lights. Watch for bargains
like that, because the meat is still
perfectly good. You might try
shopping a meat market for a
change, where prices are usually
lower.
As you march past the shelves
try out some brands you’ve never
used before. In many cases, the
lower-priced “Brand X” is exactly
the same as the name brand, be
cause small canneries often have
cotnracts with major canneries.
Buy a can of beans, for example,
with a name brand and as many
off-brand cans of beans as the
store carries, then compare them
at home. You may be in for some
pleasant surprises.
And take a notebook to jot down
prices for comparison. You’ll just
never be able to remember them
all.

Next week: food buying clubs
and food cooperatives—plus why
next week’s column can’t be de
voted to what the 1971 Montana
State Legislature did to benefit
the consumer.
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COLD WINE
COLD BEER
LIQUOR GOODS

LAUNDERCENTER
No Waiting

FAIRWAY
LIQUOR

WASHERS DRYERS
Study Tables and a
Clean, Quiet Atmosphere

1202 Kent-----Trempers

The University of Montana
Needs Library Books
YOU CAN

HELP!

CONTRIBUTION TABLES AT LIBRARY AND UC
APRIL 12-16
—

B uy p o ta to e s
Mario’s restaurant was closed two weeks ago by the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS).
The owner, Mateo Chavez, reportedly neglected to file with
holding taxes for his employes during 1970.
The IRS padlocked the front door of the restaurant and would
not allow Mario’s to remain open so Chavez could try to repay
the $2,299.89 he owed in back taxes.
Chavez is the sole supporter of his family of 16 and was operating
the restaurant to keep the family off welfare. He also owns a
small potato farm in the Bitterroot Valley.
To try to pay the taxes, Chavez, his family and friends have
been selling potatoes ($3 for a 50-lb. bag). A group of concerned
persons has also been raising money via a trust fund.
Chavez had never operated a business before, so he hired an
accountant to help him with financial matters.
The extenuating circumstances center around whether Chavez
willfully neglected to pay withholding taxes.
The status of the family is also at stake. If the taxes are not
paid soon, the restaurant and also possibly the farm will be sold,
which would leave the entire family on welfare.
It is appalling that a government would put a family of 17 on
welfare to satisfy a government debt.
Laws are made to protect people—not to unjustly punish them.
In this case, it seems the law could better be served if it would
allow Chavez to keep the restaurant open so he could pay his debts.
Mario’s restaurant was a beautiful, informal place to eat and
relax. Filled with people who took the time to be friendly, to
dance, to sing, to share, to serve delicious food, it was not like
the usual plastic places where one gets pre-packaged, pre-cooked,
pre-ruined meals.
Mario's was the type of place that shouldn’t be lost. The Cha
vez’s are the kind of people that shouldn’t be hurt.
Help them by buying potatoes (they are trying to sell 1,000
pounds) or donating to the trust fund. You can call 543-6091 or
543-3005 (9 a.m. to 9 p.m. today) for the potatoes, which will be
delivered free. If you wish to give to the trust fund, for which
you will later be reimbursed, send the money to Mario’s Trust
Fund, 501 Western Bank Building.
t. torgrimson

SUN.-MON.-TUES.

,

“A thrillseekers
delight...
Guaranteed
to make a
nail-biter
out ve you!”
WOMEN'S NEWS SERVICE

FRIDAY A SATURDAY ONLY!

DO YOU HAVE G U TS?

Can you take
lSyOOOterrifying seconds
of horror in one show!

A
suspense
thriller!

TONYMUSANTE SUZY KENDALL THE BIRO WITH THE CRYSTAL PLUMAGE]
-EV A REM
*MM*lM»*p* CM.£$.|GP|
UMCnCTURCS

I

SUNDAY:
“Plumage”: 12:00-2:254:50-7:15-9:40
Shorts: 1:50-4:156:40 and 9:05.

Who g iv e s a duck?
Rent a Raft
, 4 or 6 ma
Available

INCLUDES:
• 2 Paddles
• Pump
• Life Jackets
2 — MONTANA KAIMIN

STAR
RENTAL
Across from the Sky Slide
irk
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MONDAY-TUESDAY:
OPEN: 6:30 p.m.
Shorts: 6:40 and 9:05
“Plumage”: 7:15 and 9:40
Showplace of Montana

p r a i w i t i l In
G R U ESO M E G R E E N !!!!

OPEN: 7:30 P.M.
Pictures Shown
In Order Given.
ADMISSION $1.50

GO WEST

DRIVE-IN
Highway 10 West
5 mile West of Airport

WILMA

•••«

|li. Colley a victim
To the Editor,
In my estimation, Lt. Calley is
a victim of the American standard
of living. Gold Strike Stamps and
Sears happily distribute plastic
tommy guns for a profit. My room
mate’s dad works for Dow Chemi
cal, for a profit. And a friend of
mine went to war one day, just af
ter he’d graduated from high
school.
War is just one phase of the 20th
century “human” endeavor. It has
come to pass in our lives; students
at UM in 1971, that not only does
war (nuclear?) proliferate, but also
mind-mashing and pollution and
bureaucracies and corporations and
many other diabolic, mindless,
monstrous things. Why? Don’t we
have anything to do with reality,
with what goes on in the world
anymore? Appearance seems to
reveal we don’t.
Finally, how to get back into
reality—I’m not sure, but here is
a start. Be a heretic. Challenge
anything that appears to be estab
lished, or upheld by those who
uphold things. Confrontation comes
in many forms and I feel that non
violent confrontation offers the
most promise. Here is my idea of
nonviolent confrontation; reading,
writing, thinking, hiking, semi
nars, strikes, boycotts (all other
forms of non-consumption), talk
ing and dancing, forums, and in
general, not participating in the
evil system. Resistance. It should
n’t have to be said again, (but to
borrow from R. D. Laing): “Given
the conditions of contemporary
civilization, how can one claim that
the ’normal’ man is sane?”
RICK HANNULA
Senior, Sociology

Sports supported
Editor:
An editorial condemning Mr.
Swarthout’s list of pro current
athletic budget CB candidates ap
peared in Wednesday’s Kaimin.
The rhetoric used by Miss Torgrimson aside, it seems rather un-~.
fair to lmei an
director'
unethical "ior.'Simply-Hs.ting.csndi-’,.^
dates he felt would best support
his case on Central Board. Since
the athletic budget was a major
issue during the campaign, perhaps
Mr. Swarthout did the students a
service by categorizing the posi
tions of the candidates—indeed I
saw many a student clutching his
Kaimin while voting in order to
preclude voting for a pro status
quo athletic budget.
The charge that the CB exists
for other reasons than simply de
termining the amount of student
fees to go to athletics, it can be
pointed out that democracy allows
each person to vote for whatever
personal reasons may motivate
him—environmentalists vote for
people who will promote a cleaner
earth, racists vote for people who
will allow them to continue their
way of life and athletic directors
vote (or advise others to vote) for
those who would send money their
way. It is simply the way democ
racy works.
FRANK TORRISI
Special Student

from the people

Athletics needed ■
To the Kaimin, Students
and Faculty:
It seems that once again the Kai
min has stuck its foot in its mouth
—or maybe a jockstrap.
As a native Coloradan a few
years ago, I was aware that UM
existed, but only as a bronc-busting and sheep-herding school.
Montana State became prominent
in the latter sixties as Big Sky
football champs and many Colo
radans began to think of it as
“maybe a respectable place to go
to school.” It’s a point of record
that good athletic programs reflect
the success of an academic pro
gram.
The point is, the University of
Montana was just a refuge for the
intelligent beings of Chester, Red
Lodge, Rosebud, etc., until your
“Jackie-boy” showed up.
He’s helped make it a wellrounded university that no one
from anywhere need be ashamed
of.
Once again you’re on his ass,
hollering despicable, unethical and
calling him selfish. The point
should be made that Swarthout is
not an arm-twisting, bribing dic
tator, but a man who explained
possibilities of the election and
gave a recommendation of 11 can
didates, but strongly emphasized
that we were the voters and should
vote as we saw fit.
Enough said?
GARY FINDLEY
Freshman, Physical Education

Frosted Mug
Root Beer

N O . . . ........

In to O n e Lust Filled Sum m er!

Erika’
s M ot Summer

Starring

;

1

ERICA GAVIN - That "VIXEN" girl, in her hottest performance
since - BEYOND THE VALLEY OF THE DOLLS”!

WALT PHILLIPS • MERCI MONTF.LLO • JULIE STONE *. GARY SHERMACK
A BOXOFRCE INTERNATIONA! PICTURE
ADMISSION RESTRICTED

OPEN at 7:15 pjn.
“Erika’s” at 7:30—9:10
Admission $1.50

Hie Groovy
ROXY
543-7341

GOLF!

7 days a week
NEW RATES
$1.50 — nine holes
$2.00 — 18 holes

The Office
Supply Co.
115 W. Broadway
“Across from Bus Depot”

S IX
PACKS
N IE R T O GO

aus
—
.

NOW THROUGH SATURDAY!
She Forced an E ntire Lifetim e o f Passion

■n
5j

Artists' Materials

$ 1

a

5 4 3 -3 0 0 5

*10% "Student "Discount

Pitchers if

Bfl

r

BUY POTATOES

519 S. Higgins

<%

ya

yL

l
i

HANSEN’S
ICE CREAM

75

~

•
:

A

I

at

U n iv e r s it y
G o lf C o u rs e
243-5622

The U of M Library

THANKS YOU
For Your Contributions
R e m in d e r : T h e r e is s till o n e d a y le ft.
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Dancers to feature
modern, ja z z works

b u flfJ J W X U IK Y fH
USE STUDY SOUNDS ^ ^
E lectronically produced^ sounds
CAUSE'THIS TO HAPPEN

The University of Montana dances for the spring concert.
Dance Company will feature mod Younger members of the company
ern and jazz dances during its an 'are responsible for concerts per
nual spring concert tonight and formed earlier in the year, she
tomorrow night at 8:15 p.m. in the said.
.University Theater.
Members of the company include'
students majoring in health and
physical education, with an em
phasis on dance, and students from
other campus departments who are
interested in dance.
The dancers are directed by
Friday and Saturday (April 16 and 17)
Dana Bunnell,, assistant professor
of health and physical education,
8:15 p.m. in the University Theater
and Gay Blize, instructor of health
and physical education.
75 cents—students, $1.25—adults
Concert performances will in
clude “The Cycle” and “Among
tickets available at door on night of performance
S t r a n g e r s , ” choreographed by
ph o to /G o rd o n Lem on
John Henry, left, junior in elementary education, and Richard Kees, Blize; “Hallelujah,” choreographed
sophomore in physical therapy, represent the two forces created by the by Bunnell; “epiphany one—to a
"grirl” in "epiphany one—to a girl,” one of the works to be performed girl,” choreographed by John Hen
this weekend by the University Dance Company. Henry, who choreo ry, junior in elementary education,
graphed this dance, described it as a fusion of three art forms: realism, and an original, untitled work
choreographed by Elizabeth Timm,
expressionism and impressionism.
senior in elementary education.
Bunnell said faculty and senior
members choreograph all the

University Dance Company
Concert

INTRAMURAL

TABLE TENNIS

acculturation
reviews
theater
music
events

the town*'*''**.
ART

Art Attic. A collection of oils
and illustrations by Bill Chapman
.will be on display.
Cartwheel. The current exhibit
includes ceramics by Skip Lyman
of tb&.Archta Bray^Foundation in
Helena^ _
Magic Mushroom. A collection
from the Missoula Weaver Skill,
and the fanciful mixed-media
works of Don Bolog will be shown.
Turner Hall. Photographs by
Evry Mader and recent paintings
by Joe Zucker will be exhibited.
UC Lounge. A one-man showing
by George Gogas, Missoula Hellgate art instructor, will be pre
sented.

DANCE

Amnesty Justice Jubilee will
sponsor a dance at 9 tonight in
the UC Ballroom. Music by “Silvercloud” and “Megasapien.”

CONCERTS

The University Dance Company
will perform tonight and tomorrow
night at 8:15 in the University
Theater.
The University Band will appear
in concert in the University Thea
ter Sunday at 8:15 p.m.
The Missoula Music Teacher’s
Association will present a recital
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the Music
Recital Hall.

MOVIES

Who is Angela?, the first show

ing of a series of interviews with
Angela Davis, will be presented
by Missoula Women’s Liberation
tomorrow and Sunday at 8:15 p.m.
in LA 11.
Cheyenne Social Club. Jimmy
Stewart inherits a fully equipped
hAUse^of ill .repute.. Also showing
is Adam at 6 A.M. (Golden Horn).
Love Story. Erich Segal coins
some new phrases for the Holly
wood book of cliches. (Fox).
Erika’s Hot Summer. Another
skin flick with all the sensibilities
of a sewer rat. (Roxy). .
Dr. Blood’s Coffin, the Return of
Dracula and The Vampire. A fan
tastic assortment of ill-fated vam
pires struggle for survival against
the human world. (Go West Drive
In).
The Barefoot Executive. Walt
Disney solves the mystery of
American television programming.
Also showing is Nick, the Orphan
Elephant. (Wilma).

Delicious Cheese —Crackers
Complete Line off Groceries

WORDEN'S

Open daily 8 a.m. til midnight, Sundays and Holidays
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Complete Line
• ET
• CRAGAR
• MOTOR WHEELS
• SPYDERS
SEE THE NEW
“EXITER”

M UELLER
TIRE COMPANY
—Open Sat. to Noon—

TOURNAMENT
R o s te rs D u e

A p r i l 15

S in g le s

A p r i l 17

D o u b le s

A p r i l 18

TENNIS

TOURNAMENT
R o s te rs D u e

A p r il2 2

S in g le s

A p r il2 4

D o u b le s

A p r il2 5

M ore Inform ation—2 0 4 M on's Gym

‘Ty.ou’rc in vite d , to- o u t

p iit i- r f a M v e n w i y O fie tt i r o t t i e

WESTERN PHARMACY
APRIL 15 & 16

JoJo completes novel

JoJo, a San Diego Zoo orangu
tan, completed a full-length por
nographic novel after researchers
placed him in a cage with a type
writer every day for three years.
The book was sold in 1968 to the
royal family of Borneo, who used
it as a rags-to-riches incentive for
the peasants.

And to go w ith it wo have

4 3 4 N. HIGGINS

SPORT
WHEELS

5 4 9 -9 8 3 4
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“Words of Love”
Cards and Posters

Rifle team ready for Big Sky
The UM Rifle Team is preparing
for the Big Sky Invitational Rifle
Tournament this weekend, the fi
nal collegiate match of the year
for Montana and the Grizzlies’ last
chance to beat the Bobcats.
The Big Sky match will be a
three-day event in Bozeman with

Football workout
on tap tomorrow
The University of Mon
tana football team will
run through a 60-minute
scrimmage tomorrow at
Dornblaser Stadium be
ginning at 10 a.m., Griz
zly Head C o a c h Jack
Swarthout
announced
yesterday.
Swarthout s a i d the
team will start its warm
ups at 9:30 a.m. before
the scrimmage.
The game will pit the
first team offense against
the second team defense
and the second team of
fense against the first
team defense. The third
team units will square
off following the major
scrimmage.

intramurals

approximately 30 teams from sev with 1,343, and North Carolina
State finished fifth with 1,338.
en states competing.
Dale Coburn of MSU outscored
The match is a full-course inter
national meet which requires 40 88 competitors to finish first in the
shots in each of the three positions, individual competition with a 289;
prone, kneeling and standing. Karen Griffith, MSU, was second,
Shooters will be firing .22 caliber 284; Robert Boomer, University of
rifles at international targets on a Nebraska, third, 284; David McGuffy, MSU, fourth, 281; Kirby
50-foot indoor range.
Fetzer, UM, fifth, 280; Robert Skin
In rifle action last weekend, ner, UM, seventh, 279, and Gary
MSU out-scored 32 teams to take Swartz, UM, twelfth, 277.
first place in the Colorado School
In the latest ranking of* Gunof Mines Postal Match with a score week magazine, the Grizzly shoot
of 1,383.
ers retained their number 10 na
UM finished a close second with tional ranking. The Bobcats held
1,379; the University of Missouri onto seventh place and the Air
’was third with a 1,347; the Uni Force Academy, previously tied
versity of Maine finished fourth with MSU, fell to eighth position.

To match your eyes, shadow,
or costume! Deep green, blue,
mauve, brown, gray.
ONLY *J5°
Full length, natural
hair — use full or trim to minis, spikeys or
individuals!

PETERSO N
___

DRUG

232 N. HIGGINS PH. 549-2325_________

LAST TWO DAYS!
L o o k

w h o

m a k e s
M O N K E Y S
o f th e
T V

b ra s s

BUDGET PRICE
LONGER WEAR!

PRODUCTIONS’

W A LT D ,S ^ f Y

.|w

TECHNICOLOR
TECHNICOLOR'

________________

.RlMDntPMan

|

TODAY:
“Niok” at 6:40 and 9:05
“Executive” at 7:20 and 9:45
SATURDAY:
“Niok" at 1:50-4:15-6:40-9:05
“Executive” at 12:05-2:30-4:557:20 and 9:45

Walt Disney Extra!

“NIOK, THE
ORPHAN ELEPHANT”
Showplace of Montana

WILMA
543-7341

______

TODAY’S SOFTBALL
SCHEDULE
4 p.m.
Ethical Way vs. Goons, field 1.
UAWMF vs. Mt. Valley Turkeys,
field 2.
Coprolites vs. 1926 Club, field 4.
5 p.m.
, ; SX vs. The StpckSj field Z
Bat - FIfesTvsT^’TOagtei**"Baiifets;
field 1.
P.P.’s vs. Traveling Salvation
Show, field 4.
YESTERDAY’S SOFTBALL
SCORES
Heavy Traffic 10, Flunkies 6.
Soft Bailers 3, Catch It 1.
RA Hamburger Squad 1, Gators

Frogs 1, J ’s 88s 0.
Sundowners 9, NWNL #2 8.
★
Badminton singles tournament
rosters are due Thursday. The
tourney will be April 27 through
29.
★

The table tennis singles tourna
ment will begin tomorrow at 10
a.m. and the doubles tourney will
start Sunday at 10 a.m. Pairings
and playing site schedules can be
picked up at the intramural office,
MG 204B.

PH

mmC h a lle n g e r
.. " M u fflers

$7.95
P R IC E D AS LO W AS

1
M

M o st m odels p riced u n d e r $ 1 0 .
Exclusive u n itized on e-piece
shell — fa r o u tlasts co m p a ra b ly
priced m u ffle rs .
A co ustically-tuned positive
sound co n tro l.
U ncon d itio n ally g u ara n te ed
m a te ria ls and w o rk m an s h ip .

★

0.

New! fr°m Tussey
Color Lashes!

adm ission

DISTRIBUTED IN THIS AREA BY:

Missoula Motor Parts Company I

C O F F E E H O U SE

MAGGIETERRE ROCHE

folksinging
Gold O ak R oom
a p ril M
8:15 & 9:30 P M .
a p ril 1617 8:15, 9:30,10-45 P. M .

123 West Spruce Street—Phone 543-6476
- SEE YOUR NAPA SERVICE DEALER -

GET YOUR FREE COPY OF "CAR REPAIRS. . FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW"

?£?

.........—

★

Intramural tennis team and in
dividual rosters are due Thursday.
Singles will be held April 23 and
doubles competition will be April
24.

Cool down
your Spring Fever.
Come to

LOCHSA LODGE
for a Coors Beer
this weekend.

YAMAHAS: THEY'R E A BETTER MACHINE
DEALS

L IK E

Y O U 'V E

NEVER

SEEN

SERVICE FOR ALL MAKES

Just 1 Hour from Missoula
10 Miles over Lolo Pass
Past Powell Junction

2824 BROOKS

PHONE 542-0132
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Classified Ads
Deadlines: Noon the day preceding oublicatlons.
First five w ords........... ........................ ...................... ......... ......... .............. 20#
Each consecutive five words ........... ....................... ..................................10#
(No change in copy In consecutive insertion)
If errors are made in advertisement, immediate notice must be given the
publishers since we are responsible for only one incorrect insertion. No
advertising will be accepted from agencies known to discriminate on
grounds of race or national origin.

1.

Lost and Found

FOUND: one pair of girls' glasses near
tennis courts. Contact Kalmin office.
_____________________________ 73-3c
GOLD Parker pencil. Reward. 243-4046
after 7 p.m.
74-2c
LOST: Blue Schwinn, 10-speed near
Library, Tuesday evening. Information at 208 S. 5th E.__________74-2p
jOST : one black and white tiger kite.
Last seen Thurs. afternoon flying
over Mt. Sentinel. 243-2836.
75-2c
..OST: men's ten-speed bicycle. Light
blue — NIDA without fenders. Re
ward offered. Call Joe, 549-8060. 75-5c
F O U N D : W eim a rane r, 549-3154.

75-3c

3. Personals
TEXTBOOKS—new or used, hard cover
or paperback. Book Bank, 540 Daly.
____________________________ 58-tfc
WHO IS ANGELA?_____________68-8c
WANTED two male roommates, reasonable. 208 S. 8th E.________ 72-4c
VISIT Maggie and Terri Roche, Coffee
House performers in the Gold Oak
Room. Wednesday night, 8:15 and
9:30. Friday and Saturday nights 8:15,
9:30 and 10:45. 50# admission. 73-3c
SICK OF looking like shit? Try Cam
pus Clippers, 1227 Helen, they won’t
make you a skinhead.________ 73-3c
TO GIVE away — Lab pup; needs
good home. Cute. 243-4166.____ 74-5c
HAPPY Birthday Ghetto. Dr. Science,
Turkey, Jellybean, Sweet Cakes.
74-lc
Chink, H. IL Mary.______
WANTED grad student to live with
two other grad students. Will consider undergrads too. 549-8078. 74-2c
CRANSTON, Oscar Meyer and Poly
phemus, take heed! Let Sir Lancelot
change his name to Seamus O’Brian
or the IRA will be after you. 75-lc
B+W — color developing — Rosenblum
Photo. 337 East Broadway. 543-5756.
_____________________________ 75-lc
SAM — the squirrel is nesting in other
territories this weekend. See me in
any natural habitat. Smilin Jack.
-___________________________ 75-lc
WE .MISS our mother. Please bring her
home. SK's._________________ 75-lc
EVERYBODY needs amnesty sometime.
Everybody always needs a jubilee.
Happiness happens at the amnesty
Justice Jubilee Dance at the UC at
9 p.m. Friday. Won’t you please
come?_______________________75-lc
GREAT sandwiches and fine beer at
Lochsa Lodge In Idaho._______ 75-lc
B+W — color developing — Rosenblum
Photo. 337 East Broadway. 543-5756.
_______________
75-lc
VOTE Kevin Campana for Store
Board (paid political advertisement)
_____________________________ 75-2c
3D FLOOR Craig proclaims Friday as
Nick Adams Day._____________75-lc

4. Ironing
EXPERIENCED sewing and ironing.
543-4248.____________________ 37-tfc

6. Typing
EXPERIENCED typing and editing.
542-2047._____________________ 3-tfc
TYPING: experienced. Call 549-7282.
_____________________________ 17-tfc
TYPING—fast, accurate, experienced.
549-5236.____________________ 17-tfc
BEST BARGAIN typing: Professional,
thesis experience, electric, speedy,
beautfiul. 728-3631.___________ 36-tfc
TYPING — fast, accurate, experienced.
549-5236.____________________ 37-tfc
EXPERIENCED typing and editing. Mrs.
Don Berg, 112 Agnes. 543-5286. 37-tfc
EXPERIENCED typing. Done anytime.
Mrs. Yenne. 549-8329. 1616 Maurice.
____________________________ 43-tfc
TYPING — 549-6384.___________ 45-tfc
TYPING, Mrs. Kathleen Harper. 7284793._______________________ 55-tfc
IBM magnetic tape typing. 243-5211.
____________________________ 65-tfc
EXPERIENCED typing and editing. 5422047. ______________________ 68-tfc

8. Help Wanted
NEED additional Income? Call Watkins
products, no experience necessary.
543-5611.

_______________________ 68-12C

SUMMER SALE opportunity with
scholarship program. Work in the
area of your choice. Nationally recog
nized, AA-A1 company. Contact
group interview Tuesday, April 20,
4 pjn., LA 204.
75-2c

16. Automobiles for Sale
1967 MUSTANG 289, high performance.
Best offer. 549-9529 — John. 72-4p
1962 FORD half ton pick-up; $500 or
best offer. 549-9529 — John.
72-4p
1941 CAMPER-BUS, sleeps 6 or 7.
Needs some work. $450 or best offer.
As soon as possible. 549-9529 — Tom.
________________
72-4p
VOLKSWAGON square back, 1966,
good condition. Call Stu after 7 p.m.
543-8666.__________________________ 72-4p

1967 COUGAR. First reasonable offer.
243-4630._____________________ 73-3c
1970 CHEVROLET % ton pick-up. 350.
automatic p.s., p.b., 17,000 highway
miles, all camper options. $3,000. 7281543.________________________ 73-3c
1970 INTERNATIONAL travel-all in
excellent condition with 11,000 miles.
Ray Jacobs, 549-6396 after 6 p.m.
73-3c
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1964 VW variant, original owner. 1,000
miles since major overhaul. Red, top
condition. $895. Call 777-3342 evenings.
Stevensvllle.
74-5c
1969 CHEVROLET-van. V-8, standard
transmission, long wheel base, radio
and heater, excellent running condltlon. 543-8972.________________ 74-6c
1969 CHEVELLE, V-8, standard, 2-door
hardtop, low mileage. Must sell. Call
543-7874.____________________ 74-5C
FERRARI 250 GTE 2+2, silver with
black leather interior, Borranl wire
wheels, pirellis. air conditioning, me
chanically perfect. Must sell, $3,895.
Trades welcome. 549-2098.____ 74-4c

17. Clothing
MEN AND WOMEN'S alterations.
Dressmaking, mending. Call 549-1307.
_____________________________25-tfc
SEWING, mending, alterations. Mrs.
Carabas. 305 Connell Ave. 549-0810.
_____________________________ 37-tfc
EXPERIENCED sewing. 728-2946. 70-tfc

18. Miscellaneous
SAVE 30% on application photographs.
$9.95 per dozen for a limited time
only. Phone 543-8239 for appointment.
Albert Ham Photography._____49-tfc
GUIDED day-long trail rides into re
mote areas. Information, 549-2113.
^ ____________________________ 72-8c
F R E E , two affectionate cats. House
broken. 208 S. 5th E._________ 72-4c
LAW Student with wife and infant
wants 1-2 bedroom, unfurnished house
or apartment to rent with washer-dry
er hookups beginning Sept. 1971. Have
small dog. Write Tom Cavanaugh, Rt.
3, Box 13, Conrad, Mt. 59425. 68-8c
F-70 and G-70 glass belted tires. $115;
set of 4 mounted and balanced; free
lube with every oil and filter change
we do; tune-ups, $5 plus parts; stand
ard regular, 33.9; try us, we do a lit
tle of everything; station run by stu
dents. Mercer’s Standard, 1300 W.
Broadway. 549-9908.___________ 73-3c
YOUR closest store for fast service,
Olson’s University Store, 1221 Helen
Ave.________________________ 73-3c

19. Wanted To Buy
FIVE OR TEN speed girls Schwinn.
Call 542-0169 after 5 p.m. or anytime
weekends.___________________70-7c
WANTED: used girls bike. Call 5434806._______________________ 75-2c

•goings on<
• Those interested in forming
a synchronized swim club are to
meet today at 2 p.m. at the Grizzly
Pool. Bring your suits.
• There will be a meeting for
those interested in the Melting Pot
at the UCCF House, 430 University
Ave., at 8 p.m. tomorrow.
• Campus pastors are sponsor
ing a study tour of the Boulder
River Hospital and School tomor
row. The group will leave from the
Lutheran Center, 524 University
Ave., at 9 a.m. and will return by
6 p.m. The cost will be $1.50. Call
Rev. David Van Dyck or Rev. Carl
Hager for reservations.
• UM professor of philosophy
Cynthea Schuster will speak on
“Music Personality Development
and the New Consciousness” Mon
day at 8:15 p.m. in WC 215,
• There will be a New Party
meeting at 7 p.m. today in the UC
conference rooms.
• Inter-Varsity Christian Fel
lowship will meet tonight at 7:30

at the UCCF House, 430 University
Ave. Wayne Cosby will speak on
“Is Evolution the only Intellectual
Answer for Creation?”
• Wildlife Club will meet at 8
p.m. Tuesday in HS 207. Dr.
Wright will discuss Boone-Crockett
measurements.
• Two bicycle trips—one 25
miles, the other 50 miles—will
leave from the comer of Univer

sity and Arthur at 1 p.m. Sunday.
• There will be a 50-cent din
ner at the Wesley House, 1327 Ar
thur Ave., at 5:30 p.m. Sunday.
After dinner Ron Erickson, chem
istry professor, will speak on “Un
alienable Rights.”
• The University Congregation
al Church, 405 University Ave.,
hold its Spring Flea Market
tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

W HY ALL THIS?

Eat Your
H eart Out!
Every Day Low Prices

22 i
BURGER

291

W h y lo o k a t a ll th e s e

C H EESEBURG ER

m a g a z in e s f o r p a n ts a n d

49 i

je a n s , w h e n y o u c a n fin d

T R IP L E DEC K
D O U B L E BURGER

MISSOULA’S LARGEST SELECTION
of

Missoula’s
Lowest Prices
Missoula’s
Best Burgers

Levi's, Lees and Wranglers at
Montana’s

W ilb u r’s
® eef ’n ’ Seal
2710 Brooks

Largest
Western
Store

451 North Higgins

Missoula, Montana

20. Wanted To Rent
SINGLE GIRL needs place to live—
cheap. 549-9650 after 7—Lyne. 73-3c
LOCAL DJ needs place to live—cheap.
543-8313 after 7. Dave._________ 73-3c

21. For Sale
OF GREY pro-finished drums
with cymbals, 728-2886 or see Majorie at the Heidelhaus.________70-7c
FOR SALE: must sell unused wedding
dress, $75 — spring, summer type.
243-5411. Ask for Barb or 549-6640 af72-4c
ter 5.____________
WEBCOR portable stereo. Great shape,
$25. 543-7795._________________ 72-4c
MUST SELL im m ediately. Panasonic
stereo w /am -fm radio an a 8 track
player. $140 or best offer. Call 5436928.________________________ 72-4p
SONY 500-A tape recorder 7” reels,
tapes included. 549-7827 after 9 a.m.
___________ ■
73-3p
SE T

21" SCHWINN varsity mens bike and
Great Falls Tribune subscription. 7284699.______________
73-3c
FOUR Craiger slotted chrome wheels.
Four Goodyear polyglass rallies. Call
728-2934. These wheels will fit GM
products.____________________ 74-6c
21’’ COLOR TV, excellent color. To see,
call 543-8567._________________ 74-2c
SYLVANIA stereo in excellent condition, $50 or best offer. 549-0633. 74-4c
500 POUNDS of weights. 728-2789. 74-2c
SONY stereo record player, $140. 5499008, ask for Hans.__________ 74-2c
2 PORTABLE TV’s; works. 728-2696.
_____________________________ 75-3c
COMPLETE set of Ludwig drums, cost
$500 new, excellent condition, $150.
Beautiful Goya guitar with case, $90.
363-1810, Hamilton, or write 502 S.
7th, Hamilton._______________ 75-lc

THIS- MEANS- -$$$ - -TO YOU!
Keep your cash register receipt. Don't discard it

Customer Return Policy on Textbooks Purchased This Quarter
Deadline for Full Refunds April 16th IF:
1. New books are unmarked and undamaged in any way.

2 Cash register receipt accompanies return.

Overstock texts are returned to publishers starting 15 days from quarter's beginning
(Note: Try to buy ALL texts as soon as your class schedule is final to avoid short
ages. Book publishers will not allow credit on the return of books with markings.
Because of this, we want to urge you: Do Not Write in a Book Until You Are Posi
tive You Are Going to Use It. A marked book is a used book.)

A.S.U.M. BOOK STORE

22. For Rent
HORSES for rent. Misc. auction every
Friday, 7:30. Western Village 549-2451.
_____________________________ 68-tfc
BEDROOM for one girl, kitchen privileges. 549-9256.______________ 72-4c
MOVING, GOING home? Taking a trip?
Rent an EZ Haul truck or trailer, in
quire Spur Rental, 543-3662 or Spur
Speed Shop 549-9702 from 8 a.m.-5
p.m.________________________ 73-3c

27. Bicycles
GIRLS’ SCHWINN bike, like new. $40.
549-2579._____________________ 74-2c

28. Motorcycles
1968 HONDA CL350. 2700 miles, excel
lent condition. Phone 543-6505. Call
between 6 and 8 p.m.__________69-7c
SU Z U K I trail 90, less than $2.06 a
pound. Mike Tingley Motorcycles,
2110 S. Ave, W.______________72-4c
1967 HONDA CL160, 4,500 miles, quick,
very good condition. Must be seen to
be appreciated. 243-4056._______ 73-3c
250 YAMAHA street scrambler. Very
low mileage, like new. 543-8567. 74-2c
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CELEBRATE NATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK APRIL 19-25:
Buy a'Paperback at the Library Staff Association’s annual paperback book
sale — 843 selected paperbacks from 97 publishers — 10% off retail price —
On display in the Library Reserve Room Monday, April 19 and Tuesday,
April 20 — Sale starts Wednesday, April 21 and ends Friday, April 23.
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spea k
Opinion by Jon Nelson
Campus Pastor
TH E EN D O F TH E DRAFT

f there has been any single virtue of the man-eating monster draft
these past years, it has been the heroism elicited among the men
who have refused to be swallowed up by it. The draft is a scheme
force men to serve someone else’s will. The whole system is geared to
numbing a man's capacity to think for himself and to induce him simply
to react upon command. The draft is abhorrent to any feeling for the
dignity of the individual and a man’s responsibility for his own destiny
and decisions.
Back in the days when Gen. Hershey was “draft czar," a memorandum
was sent to each draft board by the national office of the Selective
Service. This was the notorious memorandum dealing with what is
known as “channeling," and which was subsequently published by war
resisters’ leagues all over the country. Channeling was a self-admission
by the manpower experts in the Government that they viewed American
young men as cogs to be moved along machine-like into the proper slot
which would fit the scheme of the military-industrial needs of the
nation.
Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore., has pointed out the financial injustice
of forced conscription. Comparing a man’s average earning capacity with
present military pay makes it plain that the draft is a tax levied on
19-year-olds that no middle-aged businessman would stand for. Dick
Gregory made a much more profound point: if the pet-owners in this
country had been required to give up their animals to further U.S. policy
in Southeast Asia at the risk of their animals’ lives, we would have had
a war protest of shrill proportions.
The deeply sickening aspect of the present military obligation that a
man must undergo is that it takes the idealism of young men and their
rightful willingness to devote their lives to the service of their country
without counting the cost, and it corrupts this willingness. What could
be a dynamic, constructive energy in this country comes back shattered,
frazzled, dulled and full of hate. Most men just rot with the boredom
of it. Others bury any pangs of disappointment or shattered illusion in
the graveyard of drugs and empty bottles.
If there were a war worth fighting, no laws would be needed to raise
an army. When the men of a nation vote against national policy by re
fusing to serve in behalf of it, then national policy ought to be re
examined.
Any discussion of the draft must be placed in the framework of war
itself, particularly in this age when the possibility of total human ex
tinction is very real should war break out among the larger nation
states. The soldier has always been glorified in that he was the one who
went out to defend his home and family. No one is defended when the
switch is thrown to activate the nuclear strike force idling in the silos.
Whoever makes that order or carries it out takes part in a suicidal rite
for himself and the whole race of man.

I

The whole concept of military training is to inflate to a misshapen
proportion the righteousness of and loyalty to one’s own cause, and to
deny the humanity of the man opposing it. The military mind is a
mental illness; it is infantile behavior in the evolutionary thrust of the
human species. Manliness is not the capacity to spill blood, but to know
a reverence for life.
If one were to assess the threats to survival that we face this present
moment, perhaps a system of national service would seem necessary:
corps of men and women organized to rebuild crumbling cities, to re
claim devastated lands and streams; teams of engineers directed at ques
tions of public transportation, new energy sources and land use. But
these national service groups would be effective only if the men and
women who were a part of them had voluntarily taken on themselves
to see the job done.
Through these years of war protest we have always been faced with
the dilemma of how to get the message across in order to change a
policy that was damning us all. Either the means seemed ineffective—
as in writing one's congressman—or they seemed the same blind tactics
of bloodshed and destruction, just another cycle of viciousness.
I have seen a quiet but powerful file of men in mounting numbers
who are choosing a different way. They have declared the military solu
tion to problems of human relationships absurd, and are refusing the
rights of any system to their bodies in order to pursue the destruction
of other men. The end of the draft must come to restore men’s right to
their own lives; the end of the military mind must come in order to
secure a future for children on the planet earth.
□

•

C O L D BEER

•

G R O C E R IE S

•

CHEESE

Open Daily 8 a.m. til Midnight

WORDEN’S
434 N. Higgins
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"IS A N ATIO N JUSTIFIED IN
COMPELLING PHYSICAL SERVITUDE FROM A N IN DIVIDUAL?"
ilton Friedman, currently a News social issues as the draft. He is the
week magazine columnist and a author of 14 books on various aspects
professor of economics at the University
of economics. The interview was con
of Chicago, has been an advisor to both ducted for The Montana Review by
Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz., and to Kaimin Feature Editor Gary South dur
President Nixon. He is known as the ing Dr. Friedman’s Mansfield Lecture
nation’s foremost conservative economist, visit to the University April 9.
but having served on the Gates Commis
REVIEW: Mr. Friedman, you
sion on an All-Volunteer Armed Force, have served on the Gates Commis
Dr. Friedman also speaks out on such sion on an All-Volunteer Armed

M

Force, and I know you have strong
feelings about the draft. What I
would like to know is, as probably
the foremost conservative econo
mist in the country, what consider
ations brought you to your long
time advocacy of an all-volunteer
armed force, in view of the fact
that it is generally considered a
liberal position?

FRIEDMAN: But it isn’t; it’s
quite the opposite! This is just a
misuse of the word “liberal” and
a misunderstanding of history. I’m
a conservative only in the sense
that I’m a true liberal: I believe in
individual freedom. It is the be
lievers in individual freedom who
have always been in favor of a
volunteer armed force and opposed
to conscription. It’s the liberals—in
the modem sense, in the American
sense—who have been proponents
of the draft.
It’s amazing. I’m sure you know
of Sen. Robert Taft. He was called
Mr. Republican, and he was a great
conservative. Sen. Taft, when he
was campaigning for the Presi
dency (in the 1952 Republican pri
maries), one of his planks was
abolishing the draft and having an
all-volunteer army. Indeed, during
World War II, he was one of the
few who voted against the draft.
In 1964, you may remember that
there was a Presidential candidate
by the name of Barry Goldwater.
I suppose you would call him a
conservative also. Did you happen
to know that one of the main
planks in his platform was abol
ishing the draft and having a vol
unteer armed force? President
Johnson would be regarded as a
liberal. He was running against
Mr. Goldwater. He did not commit
himself to the volunteer force.
So the fact of the matter is that
the strongest supporters of a vol
unteer army all along, have been
people like myself who fundamen
tally believe in individual free
dom . . . and an unwillingness to
see the government exert too much
control over individuals.
REVIEW: Some critics of the
volunteer army have surmised that
the draft has made the problem of
Vietnam more acute to the Ameri
can public, because if all con
scription were ended we probably
would not feel the trauma that we
do when our brothers, sons, neph
ews, etc., are drafted to fight in
that war. Do you agree with this
position?
FRIEDMAN: No, I believe the
effect of a draft or volunteer army
on what our military and foreign
policy would be is a very compli
cated issue, and there are no sim**
pie answers possible. There are
forces working in both directions.
On the one hand, there is the force
you suggest. On the other hand, if
you had had a volunteer army and
not a drafted army at the time that
Vietnam arose and escalated, Pres
ident Johnson could not have esca
lated it without going to Congress
for additional funds to hire addi
tional soldiers to man the forces.
And then, that would have forced
a public consideration of the desir
ability of escalating the war in
Vietnam.

As it was—with the draft—the
President did not have to go to
Congress, all he had to do was to
telephone over to Gen. Hershey
and tell him to send a few thou
sand more bodies to the armed
forces. So, on that side, the exist
ence of the draft would make it
rather easier for a President to
engage in military intervention.
On the whole, I have been in
clined to believe that you would
have more sensible foreign policy
with a volunteer armed force than
without. And the reason is, that if
you have a foreign adventure that
is popular—if it is backed by the
bulk of the people—then it will
be easy to get volunteers. You
have, as it were, an additional
method of voting.
On the other hand, if you have
a foreign adventure which is not
popular, it will not be easy to get
volunteers. And that will mean
that in order to get volunteers
you’ll have to raise the pay much
more, you’ll have much greater ex
penditures and you’ll have much
more political opposition. So, on
the whole, I would say, I think a
volunteer force would either leave
the formulation of foreign policy
unchanged or, if anything, improve
it somewhat.

COSTS
REVIEW: As an economist, what
about the costs of an all-volunteer
army? I recall the Army Draft
Report of 1966 charged it would
cost approximately $30 billion. Is
this an accurate figure?
FRIEDMAN: No. First of all, the
question is what you mean by
costs. When people talk about ad
ditional cost, they are looking at
budgetary expense, at what goes
through the budget. The true cost
of a volunteer army—if you count
in all costs—is much lower than
the cost of a conscripted army. The
reason for the difference is that
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when you conscript a man, you of it. Now, all of those ought to be
charged up in a proper accounting
essentially impose a tax on him.
If I’ve got a young man who as costs of a conscripted army. If
would be willing to serve in the you made'your accounting right,
armed force for, let’s say, $6,000 there isn’t any doubt that a vol
a year, but I actually pay him only unteer army costs less than a con
$2,500 a year (which is not far scripted army.
from what he is now getting paid
including pay in kind—food,
clothes and housing) then in effect
I am imposing something like a 60
REVIEW: Some Senate liberals—
per cent income tax on him. If I Kennedy and Bayh among them—
tend my books right, I ought to have charged that under a volun
treat that 60 per cent income tax teer army you would have a much
as part of government receipts, higher percentage of blacks than
and then the expenses of hiring we now have. I understand some
him as part of government ex senators voted against the amend
penditures. If I kept my books in ment to the Military Procurement
that way, the total cost of a con Bill last year—which would have
scripted army would be higher established the basis for an all
than the cost of a volunteer force, volunteer force—on that basis. You
because with a conscripted army have been quoted in the Chicago
you use manpower much less effi Daily News as saying that under
ciently; you have a much greater no circumstances could a radical
turnover; you have shorter terms change in the racial composition
of service and, therefore, need of the armed forces be brought
more people to be trained.
about under an all-volunteer sys
If you look at not the money tem. How do you reconcile these
costs, but the physical cost, in two views?
order to achieve a given military
FRIEDMAN: We l l , Senators
effectiveness you need a smaller Kennedy and Bayh are simply
armed force with a volunteer army wrong; they have not done their
than with a conscripted army, be homework and looked at the facts.
cause of the slower turnover and But there are two separate issues.
the saving in training. In addition, One issue is what would happen,
if you have a volunteer army, the and the second issue is let’s sup
men who serve in the armed forces pose you did get an increase in
are those who least dislike doing blacks, is that necessarily bad.
so, for whom this is the best alter
On the first issue of what would
native. If you conscript people, you happen, the facts are very simple.
force some to serve for whom it is Of the present armed forces, in the
a great cross. That also makes the first place, the percentage of blacks
cost of a conscripted army higher. is slightly lower than the percent
In the third place, you have all age of blacks in the population—
sorts of costs to people other than roughly the same, but a little
the armed forces and other than lower. Second, of the present
the government that aren’t counted armed force something over 60 per
in. You have youngsters who go to cent are true volunteers. I use the
college in order to stay out of the word “true volunteers” in order to
armed force who otherwise would distinguish between the people
not do so. You have draft-induced who volunteer only to avoid the
fathers. You have draft-induced draft—the draft-induced volun
ministers. You have people who teers—and the others.
flee to Canada in order to get out
Now, all men who are in their

BLACKS

second term of service are true
volunteers, because nobody has to
re-enlist to avoid the draft. Most
officers are true volunteers. Of the
men in the first term of service,
we have had some extensive stud
ies which suggest that about onehalf the people who volunteer are
true volunteers, and one-half are
draft-induced. If you add up these
categories, you find that over 60
per cent of the armed forces now
are true volunteers. Well, shifting
to an all-volunteer force can only
affect the other 40 per cent. Even
if it makes a drastic change in 40
per cent, it cannot change drastic
ally the character of the armed
forces.
Now, if you look at the 40 per
cent, we have made many studies
and looked at whatever evidence
we could, and it seems as if with
an all-volunteer armed force you’d
get roughly the same ratio of
blacks and whites as you now do.
Let me point out that improving
the pay of the first-termers will
raise the attractiveness of the
armed force to whites more than
it will to blacks. The reason is that
whites now have better opportuni
ties on the outside than blacks;
hence, a raise in pay would mean
more to the whites.
It might be that you would get
a slight increase in the fraction of
blacks. It might go from its pres
ent 10 to 12 per cent to 13, 14 or
15 per cent. But there cannot be
anything like an all-black army; it
is a figment of the imaginations of
Senators Kennedy and Bayh.
But in the second place, let’s
suppose you did have an increase
in the fractions of blacks. Is that
a bad thing? Not at all. Why would
you have such an increase? Be
cause blacks regard this as a better
opportunity than other things you
have. Now, it’s always been a mys
tery to me how you help the blacks
by preventing them from taking
(continued on next page)
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We found this old tray in the attic the other day. It’s one of those things that
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to our water: the naturally-perfect brewing water of Tumwater, Washington.
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(continued from previous page)
what they regard as a better op
portunity. . . . We ought not to
deny blacks an opportunity. . . .
It’s bad if you force them to do it,
but it's not bad if they do it vol
untarily.
So, I would say that Kennedy
and Bayh are wrong about the
facts. But they are equally wrong
on their philosophy.
M E R C E N A R IE S
REVIEW: Another fear that was
voiced in regard to an all-volun
teer army was that it would be an
army of mercenaries, operating not
on the basis of patriotic duty but
on the basis of pecuniary reward,
and that this would increase the
threat of military supremacy in
this country. Is this a legitimate
fear?
FRIEDMAN: No, it is not. Dur
ing the course of the Gates Com
mission hearings a high Army of
ficial made the statement that he
did not want an army of mercen
aries. I said to him, “General,
would you rather have an army of
slaves?” He drew back and said,
“I don’t like to hear our men re
ferred to as slaves.” And I said,
“Well, I don’t like to hear patriotic
volunteers referred to as mercen
aries.”
Let’s go to the fundamentals. Is
there any reason to believe that
shifting to an all-volunteer force
would increase the influence which
the military can have? The answer
to that is, as I’ve already said, that
60 per cent of the armed forces are
now volunteers, and the overwhel
ming bulk of the officers are vol
unteers. It’s the officers who exert
influence, not the enlisted man.
The idea that the foot soldier in
his first two years somehow has
some affect on protecting the coun
try from military influence is non
sense.
Moreover, if you look at his
torical experience, it’s tragic. As
you know, there is an army junta
which is now in dictatorial control
of Greece. Do you suppose the
armed forces of Greece are raised

by conscription or by volunteers?
By conscription. The same thing
was true in Italy and Germany.
The same thing was true under
Napolean in France.
In the course of our work for
the Gates Commission, we had the
research staff make a study of all
South American countries and
classify them according to whether
they had volunteer or conscripted
armed forces, and according to the
number of military coups they had
had. And it turned out that the
countries with conscripted forces
had somewhat larger numbers of
coups than the countries with vol
unteer forces.
Britain, Canada and the United
States have had volunteer armed
forces over long periods of time.
These are all countries in which
the military has been subservient
in the political system, and there
has been no serious threat. So,- I
think that the fear that shifting to
a volunteer force would be politic
ally harmful is, again, a figment
of the imagination.
N IX O N
REVIEW: President Nixon has
stated that we could have an all
volunteer army after the Vietnam
war has ended, and in statements
you have made, you’ve stated that
we should have had a volunteer
force “yesterday.” What with the
recent House vote extending the
draft, are you satisfied with the
Administration's lack of forcefulness on the issue?
FRIEDMAN: Well, the House
vote is very good from the point
of view of the volunteer armed
force. In the first place, the House
came within two votes of passing
only a one-year extension. It fi
nally passed a two-year extension;
every previous draft extension has
been a four-year extension.
Second, the President recom
mended a substantial increase in
first-term pay as a way of getting
to a volunteer force. The House not
only accepted that, but tripled the
amount of money that he recom
mended. So if what passed the
House gets through the Senate, I
think we are well on our way to

a volunteer armed force in the
next year or two.:
Now, to go back to the Presi
dent’s position, President Nixon
has always been a proponent of a
volunteer armed force. Once again,
this goes back to your very first
question. He’s been in the tradi
tion of Bob Taft and the true lib
eral Republican view. He appoint
ed the Gates Commission, and that
Commission recommended essen
tially a policy of increasing firstterm pay and changing other con
ditions in such a way to get to a
volunteer force. The President has
not been pushing it as fast as the
Commission would like, and the
main reason for that has been the
budgetary problem. But I think the
proposal as it now stands does not
require our being out of Vietnam
before we have an all-volunteer
force. And I think that if what is
now before Congress is passed, we
will probably have an all-volun
teer armed force within a year.
REVIEW: On a more theoretical
basis, as a long-time advocate of
l e s s governmental interference
with individuals, what, in your
opinion, are the ethical questions
involved in the whole idea of con
scription?
FRIEDMAN: The fundamental
ethical question is under what cir
cumstances, if any, is a nation jus
tified in compelling physical servi
tude from an individual. Now, on
that ethical issue, let me say that
I could accept such conscription in
time of major war, such as World
War II, where there is an over
whelming national survival prob
lem.
I may say that even under these
conditions, I would prefer to do
without conscription, and I do not
believe we had to have conscrip
tion during World War II. . . .
My own personal individual feel
ing would be against a draft even
under such circumstances, because
I believe that if, in fact, the sur
vival of the nation were at stake,
there would be no problem in get
ting the great bulk of people to
volunteer to serve. . . . I do not
believe the government has the
right to compel individuals to per
form designated physical services
as a condition of citizenship.
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crinkle patent uppers. The curvy sole looks
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You live in a nice home, drive an expensive car, own a stereo, color TV, and
gadgets galore. But the chances are that you sleep in a lumpy, too-small bed
that you probably couldn’t give away. Maybe you’re not entirely at fault. The
rack and sack establishment has never been all that innovative when it comes to
bedding us down. But now a lot of people are talking about Aqua Beds of one
kind or another, mostly due to the fact that Aqua Beds are new and they are
really the most comfortable thing ever created to sleep on. The Montana Aqua
Bed Company deals only with the finest type of water mattress available. This
mattress is made of tough twenty gauge vinyl. Our mattress utilizes the most
advanced construction methods available for the strongest and most reliable
bed on the market today.
Some of the finer points of the Aqua Bed are as follows:
1. ORTHOPEDIC
A. Even distribution of the body weight so that the entire body surface in con
tact with the mattress is evenly supported.
B. There are no pressure points when lying on an Aqua Bed. On any other
mattress small areas of compression cause tossing and turning during sleep.
This does not exist when using an Aqua Bed. One can fall asleep and wake
up in the same position. This allows for a deeper, more restful sleep.
C. Due to the unique characteristics of water, the Aqua Bed provides very firm
support .yet is pleasantly soft. Your body displaces its weight by sinking into
the water medium and is then very firmly supported. The mattress, there
fore, is CUSTOM CONTOURED to each persons body, no matter what size
or shape.
D. The Aqua Bed user experiences the extreme comfort of floating. The vinyl
envelope merely separates the user from the water, keeping him dry—the
support comes entirely from the water within.
2. HYGIENE
A. The Aqua Bed bag does not accumulate dirt and bacteria like conventional
mattresses. A quick swipe with a disinfectant sterilizes the bag, preventing
the accumulation of germs.
B. The water in the bag never needs to be changed. By adding a quart of clorox
or purex to the water when filling the bag bacterial multiplication is com
pletely eliminated.
3. ECONOMY
Under normal usage the mattress does not wear out. No lumps or bumps
develop requiring its replacement. It provides continuous, even comfort for
years of restful sleep.

108 West Main
Open Mon. & Fri. ’til 9:00
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4. SAFETY
A. The safety liner is water tight so that if a mishap should occur which dam
ages the bag containing the water, the water cannot damage the carpet or
other bedroom furniture.
B. A patch kit is provided with each unit which will seal the bag while wet in
the event of a puncture.
C. The bed is safe on any surface which complies with minimal code require
ments. The distributed weight is only about 40 pounds per square foot.
5. MISCELLANEOUS
A. People frequently ask, “Will I get seasick?” The answer is emphatically NO!
The water stops moving within seconds. Couples adapt to each others move
ments within one or two nights sleep and are really quite unaware of each
others movements thereafter.
B. Dut to the buoyancy provided by the water, it is exceedingly easy to roll
over. This is very useful to partially disabled or elderly people.
C. Since the water conforms to the individuals body shape it is quite comfort
able to sleep on an Aqua Bed without a pillow.
D. It is very easy to fill and drain the Aqua Bed with a convential garden hose
making it easy to take the bed with you when you move.
E. The bed is ideal for pregnant women. It relieves the back strain associated
with pregnancy as well as providing total relaxation and eliminating tension.
F. Couples do not roll together—they remain completely autonomous no matter
what size two people are.
G. The firmness of the Aqua Bed is adjustable. Varying the fill level of the
water makes the bed firmer or softer, so as to ‘custom contour’ the mattress
to each person’s individual comfort.
H. The Aqua Bed is ideal for children. Children find the resiliant water medium
extremely relaxing and frequently fall asleep on the bed while playing. The
bag will not be damaged by children with ordinary usage.
I. The Aqua Bed may be used directly on the floor with or without a frame as
the frame is used primarily to give the impression of a conventional bed.
While revolutionary in concept to a society that has been conditioned to sleep
on springs, coils, buttons and bumps, the Aqua Bed is actually extremely close
to nature in comfort. Before birth each of us lived in a fluid environment,
cushioned nicely in the womb. Floating on an Aqua Bed is so comfortable that
once you’ve tried it you will never want to go back to your old fashioned rigid
prison again.
An insulating pad is necessary between you and your water mattress. Or
cool water in the mattress will dry your natural bodily warmth and cause
uncomfortable chill.
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